Titanium gas turbine disks are subject to a rare but not insignificant probability of fracture due to metallurgical defects, particularly hard ␣. A 
Introduction
As a result of the airliner accident at Sioux City, Iowa, in 1989 ͓1͔, where a disk rupture in the tail engine caused the loss of hydraulics and subsequent crash of the plane, the FAA requested in 1991 that industry, through the Aerospace Industries Association, review available techniques to determine whether a probabilistic damage tolerance approach could be introduced to reduce the rate of uncontained rotor events. In this case, the titanium fan disk fractured due to a crack that initiated from a hard ␣ defect formed during the titanium melt and not detected during inservice inspections. The industry working group concluded that additional enhancements to the conventional rotor life management methodology could be established which explicitly address anomalous conditions.
The Federal Aviation Adminstration ͑FAA͒, with industry input, has developed an advisory circular ͑AC 33.14-1͒ ͓2͔ that, among other things, outlines a probabilistic damage tolerance analysis methodology for assessing the risk of fracture of titanium rotors on gas turbine engines. The probabilistic methodology complements and does not replace preexisting approaches.
The advisory circular ͑AC͒ advises that all new titanium rotors be designed such that the probability of fracture ͑POF͒ per flight is less than the design target risk ͑DTR͒. The DTR is the standard against which probabilistic risk assessment results ͑stated in terms of component event rates and engine level event rates͒ are compared. The DTR is currently set at 10 −9 for the component event rate and 5 ϫ 10 −9 for the engine event rate, i.e., the average probability of fracture per flight over the life of the titanium component should be Ͻ10 −9 and the cumulative average probability of fracture per flight over the life of all engine titanium components should be less than 5 ϫ 10 −9 . A new engine design is expected to meet the DTR before the engine is certified.
The probabilistic damage tolerance requirement for hard ␣ defects is a recent development and, as such, methodologies to quantify the POF are also fairly recent. A methodology for highfrequency anomalies in nickel-based powder metal components has been developed and validated by comparison to seeded fracture specimens ͓3͔. Although developed for powder nickel, the probabilistic equations will reduce to the simpler form described in the AC and implemented here; however, the computational strategy for solving the equations is different.
The advisory circular specifies one approach to quantifying the POF. This methodology is based on discretizing the disk structure into a number of zones. A zone is a grouping of material such that all locations in the zone have a generally uniform stress state, and the same fatigue crack growth properties, inspection schedules, probability of detection curves, and anomaly distribution. In other words, the risk computed for any subregion of material of the zone will be the same or nearly so, and therefore, the risk is assumed constant for a defect located anywhere in that zone. Since there will be some variation in calculated POF, depending on the location of the defect within a zone, a conservative approach is specified whereby the defect is placed in the life-limiting location, i.e., the location within the zone that will yield the highest POF. The finite element mesh and stress results are used as the framework to select zone boundaries and, hence, the zone discretization.
The FAA has funded a research program in consort with several commercial engine original equipment manufacturers and research organizations to develop computational techniques and software to quantify the POF due to hard ␣ defects in titanium based on the methodology outlined in the AC. The probabilistic methodology from this research program is outlined below and discussed in detail in ͓4,5͔. Subsequent work is ongoing to extend the technology and apply the methodology to materials with more frequent defects such as powder nickel and materials with surface defects ͓6͔.
The zone-based methodology is clearly dependent on the discretization of the material into zones. The purpose of this research is to provide an extension to the probabilistic algorithm outlined in the AC to ensure that a converged risk solution is obtained regardless of the initial zone discretization. This is accomplished through the application of an iterative discretization refinement methodology akin to the "h" refinement method in finite element analysis, with critical components being: the criteria for determining regions of discretization, efficiently developing a refined model, and efficiently calculating an updated solution. The methodology is demonstrated through the analysis of an impeller disk.
Methodology Overview: A Zone-Based Approach Probabilistic Methodology. Oftentimes, the critical locations of a structure are known a priori; typically, these locations are the highly stressed areas. However, since metallurgical defects are induced during the material melting process, defects may be randomly distributed within a disk. Thus, the location of a defect is a random variable. This fact considerably complicates a probabilistic analysis of a titanium structural component.
The random location of a defect in the cross section could be simulated using Monte Carlo sampling, that is, by randomly distributing the defect locations; however, an acceptance-rejection method would most likely be required since a disk cross section is irregular. One difficulty with this approach is that a large number of samples, e.g., several to many millions, would be required to ensure that all significant regions of the disk are sampled. For example, a highly stressed region near a notch would have a significant risk contribution but only a small volume and, therefore, may not be sampled sufficiently since the probability of locating samples within that region would be small. A second difficulty is that for each location the stress history must be obtained, typically from a finite element ͑FE͒ model, and processed to obtain the damaging fatigue cycles, i.e., rainflow cycle counting ͓7͔. This operation would be very computationally demanding if carried out at every sample location.
An alternate approach is to adopt a "stratified sampling-like" method whereby the user divides the domain into regions ͑here-after called "zones"͒, and sampling is performed in each region. This insures that every region defined by the user will be sampled. Thus, the user can tailor the sampling based on a priori knowledge about the likely high-risk regions of the disk. This leads to an efficient probabilistic approach; however, this leaves the accuracy of the result dependent on the user's definition of zones.
The second component of the alternate approach is to locate all defects placed within a zone at a single location in the zone and the cycles-to-failure and risk results for that location are assumed representative of a defect located anywhere in the zone. Thus, the stress information is retrieved and processed only once for all samples within a zone, resulting in a considerable savings in computer time. The location recommended in the AC is the lifelimiting location of the zone, i.e., the location in the zone from which the cycles to failure will be the lowest. If the defect is located in the life-limiting location, the risk computed will be a conservative estimate of the risk for the zone.
The selection of the life-limiting location in a zone is not known a priori but can be determined by performing deterministic fatigue calculations for several candidate locations. In general, the stress and the proximity to a structural boundary are the two dominant considerations.
The methodology assumes a low frequency of anomalies; at most, only one significant anomaly exists in the disk; hence, the probability of two or more anomalies in a disk is negligible. This is consistent with the frequency of hard ␣ defects in rotor-grade titanium ͓4,8͔. For materials with more frequent anomalies ͑e.g., powder nickel͒, a Poisson distribution can be used to model the probability of occurrence with subsequent modifications in the probability equations ͓3,6,9͔.
The zone-based methodology accounts for:
• the probability of having an anomaly in the disk • the probability that a hard ␣ anomaly developed during the titanium melt process could be in any location of the disk • the initial size distribution of the anomaly • randomness in the time of inspection time, probability of detection, finite element stresses and fracture mechanics analysis • the probability of fracture if an anomaly exists • the probability of detecting an anomaly before the disk has fractured
The probability of fracture of the zones are modeled as independent events. The probability of fracture of the disk can be obtained from the system reliability equation
where F i indicates fracture of a defect originating in zone i, P͓F i ͔ indicates the probability of fracture of an initial defect located in zone i , N is the total number of zones, ഫ is the union logical operator, and the approximate equality occurs because P͓F i ͔ is small. The probability of fracture of a zone, i.e., P͓F i ͔ requires an anomaly be present and grow to failure. This can be represented as
where P͓A i ͔ is the probability of having an anomaly in zone i and P͓B i ͉ A i ͔ is the conditional probability of fracture given an anomaly in zone i. The probability of a hard ␣ defect being present per volume of material is dependent on the procedure used during the melting of the titanium and the inspection procedures used on the billet. Industry-developed exceedance curves define the frequency of occurrence and size of hard ␣ defects ͓8͔. The probability of having a defect in a zone, i.e., P͓A i ͔, is a function of the ratio of the zone volume to the volume of material used as a reference in developing the exceedance curve.
The conditional probability P͓B i ͉ A i ͔ is computed using probabilistic fracture-mechanics-based life assessment for low-cycle fatigue. The hard ␣ phase anomalies found in titanium materials are typically brittle ͓4,8͔, and may form into growing cracks as early as the first cycle of applied load. For conservative fracture mechanics predictions, it is assumed that a crack forms at cycle zero, i.e., the crack initiation time is zero. Therefore, the cycles to failure is estimated exclusively using a crack propagation algorithm. The effects of inspections on the conditional POF can be determined by altering the conditional probability through the simulation of in-service inspections using anomaly detection and removal calculations based on crack size distributions and probability-of-detection curves ͓10͔. The conditional probability calculations are computed using Monte Carlo sampling or importance sampling ͓11͔.
Fracture Mechanics Model. Evaluation of fatigue life requires calculation of stress intensity factors ͑SIFs͒ as a function of crack size. Calculation of SIFs for an arbitrary crack and structural geometry and stresses using finite or boundary element formulations are possible but not practical for probabilistic fatigue calculations.
A practical yet reasonably accurate approach is to use weight functions ͓12,13͔. Weight function methods for SIF determination require as input, the stress normal to the crack plane and the geometric boundaries of the uncracked body. This allows one finite element solution to be used for all crack sizes. Univariant gradients and sometimes bivariant gradients in the stress field can be accommodated.
Weight functions have been developed for rectangular plate geometries and used as a surrogate for the more complex actual geometry ͓14͔. This approximation is often sufficient because the SIF is only weakly affected by the boundary until the boundary is very close. During modeling, for each zone, the user defines a rectangular plate relative to the crack location and the boundaries of the actual part. Figure 1 shows the crack ͑white circle͒, the zone material ͑highlighted elements͒, the rectangular plate model ͑boundaries marked by black line͒, and the stress gradient direction ͑blue arrow͒, overlaid on a finite element model that is color coded based on the value of tangential stress. The crack is placed in the highest stressed location of the zone material, which is estimated to be the life-limiting location.
Selection of a rectangular plate that can adequately approximate the disk boundaries is subjective. A conservative approach can be chosen by making the plate boundaries smaller than the actual boundary and thus calculating a larger SIF and, hence, lower life estimate. Since the SIF is only weakly affected by the boundary proximity, approximating the boundary near the crack is most important.
The "gradient" vector shown in Fig. 1 indicates the direction along which the stress normal to the fracture plane is extracted from the FE results and used to construct a univariant gradient stress field normal to the fracture plane, as shown in Fig. 2 . The vector does not restrict crack growth in any direction but only defines the direction in which a stress gradient will be considered when determining the stress intensity factor.
The gradient vector must not extend beyond the edges of the FE model in order to extract stresses along the vector. As such, a "clipping" algorithm is implemented within the graphical user interface to ensure this condition is satisfied; that is, the intersections of the vector and the disk boundaries are computed and, if necessary, the ends of the plate are automatically adjusted to ensure the vector lies within the disk geometry. The user has freedom to define the plate orientation and dimensions with the one restriction that the entire gradient vector must lie entirely within the FE model.
Random Variables.
The random variables considered in the analysis are shown in Table 1 . The anomaly location is addressed by the zone methodology discussed previously. The anomaly distribution defines the probability of having an anomaly and the size distribution of the anomalies. The FAA advisory circular provides industry-developed anomaly distributions based on melting practice and forging inspection processes ͓8͔. The Aerospace Industries Association, Rotor Integrity Subcommittee, periodically updates the anomaly distributions. Variations in time of inspection are used to model real-world uncertainties in the inspection of a fleet of engines. The probability of detection defines the expected probability of detecting an anomaly as a function of anomaly size and inspection method.
Variations in finite element stress results are simulated using a multiplier that can be considered random, i.e.,
= ͑FE͒S ͑3͒
where ͑FE͒ are the stresses obtained from the finite element analysis and S is a random variable modeled with a lognormal distribution.
A life scatter factor is implemented to consider variations in predicted cycles to failure, i.e.,
where N͑FM͒ is the predicted cycles to failure from fracture mechanics analysis and B is a random variable modeled with a lognormal distribution. The life-scatter random variable encompasses all forms of variation in the computed cycles to failure with respect to the actual cycles to failure, such as material crack growth rate variation, stress intensity factor idealizations, etc. Recent work has expanded the random variables that can be considered through application of a generalized conditional expectation method ͓15,16͔. Thus, the zone-based methodology can be utilized with additional random variables such as geometric, loading, and material properties.
Convergent Zone Refinement Methodology
The risk solution obtained from the zone-based methodology is dependent on the discretization of the risk zones, i.e., the size and number of zones. The methodology does, however, require that the flaw be placed in the life-limiting location of the zone; the calculated risk is, therefore, greater for coarse discretizations compared to fine zone discretizations. In other words, the risk should be reduced as the number of zones is increased. A methodology is presented that provides a converged risk solution independent of the initial discretization of zones. The features of the algorithm are
• Robust-will work for any well-posed problem • Convergent-will converge to correct solution • Simple-easy to understand, not hidden nor confusing • Stable-risk solution is not dependent on the initial zone breakup
The detailed zone refinement methodology is shown in Table 2 . Steps 3-7 are iterated as necessary.
The iterative algorithm is implemented through a combination of user actions and computational algorithms as denoted in column 3 of Table 2 where "U" denotes a user action and "C" denotes a computational algorithm.
Selecting Zones to Refine. Identification of the zones requiring refinement ͑Step 4 in Table 2͒ is a key ingredient to the zone refinement algorithm. The computational time associated with prediction of disk risk is directly proportional to the number of zones. For optimum computational efficiency, zone refinement should be applied only to the zones that significantly influence the overall disk risk.
The risk contribution factor ͑RCF͒ for a zone indicates the risk contribution of the zone relative to the risk of the disk, given mathematically as
where N is the total number of zones. The risk contribution factors are defined such that
Therefore, a percent limit, ͑RCF limit, Table 2, Step 4͒, can be used to determine if a zone is significant and should be refined. Through this approach, critical zones are refined until all zones have an RCF less than an RCF limit or some other exit criterion is reached ͑see
Step 3 in Table 2͒ . Note, each zone has a separate RCF for analyses with or without inspections and these RCF values may not be the same. As a result, the largest RCF value from the with and without inspections results is typically used. In Fig. 3 , zones with an RCF Ͼ5% are highlighted in red ͑gray͒. These zones are candidates for zone refinement as described in Steps 4 and 5 of Table 2 and discussed below. The user can change the RCF threshold value as desired.
Zone Refinement
Partitioning Parent Zone into Subzones. The procedure to refine a zone is to first subdivide the zone area into subzones. This is shown schematically in Fig. 4 . The parent zone, highlighted material on the left, is subdivided into fourths ͑sometimes thirds depending on the geometry͒ about the stress centroid of the zone 
where K denotes the number of finite elements in the zone to be divided, L denotes the number of nodes within element k , R lk and Z lk are the radial and axial locations of node l within element k, and lk is the stress at node l within element k. Typically, the user selects the most damaging stress component and load case on which to base refinement. The advantage of using the stress centroid equation instead of the geometric equation is that the centroid will be placed closer to the highly stressed region, ensuring smaller subsequent zones within that region. Once the centroid is located, the zone is bisected into two, three, or four subzones. For defects initiating in the interior of the part, i.e., embedded cracks, lines emanating from the zone's stress centroid parallel to the sides of the plate are used to determine the subzone location of each finite element based on the element's geometric centroid location relative to the lines. Generally four subzones are created, see Fig. 4 ; however, an oddly shaped parent zone, e.g., "L" shaped, may result in only three subzones. There is no restriction on the shape of the zones.
For defects initiating on the surface of the part, i.e., surface cracks, only a single row of elements along the surface comprises the zone. A line parallel to the side of the plate ͑usually normal to the surface͒ passing through the stress centroid is used to partition the parent zone into two subzones.
Defining Crack Location and Plate Geometry. Next, the flaw location must be specified for each subzone. For the parent zone, the flaw is by definition located in the life-limiting location. For the new subzone, it is theoretically possible to compute the life at multiple locations, say each node point within the zone, and then select the location with the lowest life. However, this solution is not executed by default due to excessive computation time. Another option is to locate the flaw at the highest stress in the zone based on the stress state from the most damaging load case. However, this option ignores the amplification effect near surfaces have on the stress intensity factor and, therefore, may not be conservative. The approach implemented is to locate the subzone flaw within the subzone material at the geometrically closest point to the flaw location in the parent zone. This approach is predicated on the premise that the parent flaw is in the life-limiting location, which by definition, considers all factors affecting life, primarily stress level and location. The location of the flaw for the new zone is shown in the right image in Fig. 4 for the upper rightmost zone. It is possible that the flaw location in the subzone is not the life-limiting location, particularly if a large zone is subdivided and other boundaries become important for the subzone or significant stress gradients occur within a parent zone. However, the zonerefinement scheme reduces the probability of not locating a defect in the life-limiting location because subdividing the zone reduces, typically, by a factor of four, the cross-sectional area associated with that zone, and the cycles-to-failure of a defect located anywhere in the zone becomes more homogeneous. Second, the zonerefinement scheme reduces the importance of determining the lifelimiting location for any particular zone because any zone of significance is, by definition, subdivided until the RCF is below a limiting value. As such, any individual zone cannot have a dominant effect on the overall disk risk, and thus, not placing the defect in the life-limiting location in any particular zone will not grossly affect the overall disk risk calculation.
Next, a rectangular plate must be defined for the subzone for the fracture mechanics solutions. The procedure is to:
1. Use the same plate as the parent zone ͑assuming the new crack is inside the existing plate͒, and keep the same gradient direction. 2. Clip front and back along gradient line if necessary. 3. If the new flaw location is outside parent plate, then move the plate if possible. If not possible, then warn the user so that the late may be repositioning manually.
Other properties necessary for the risk analysis are inherited from the parent zone, such as material properties, inspection schedules, and anomaly distribution.
Efficient Reanalysis-Computational Issues. After subdivision of selected zones, the model is reanalyzed to determine the updated risk and RCFs. Several, if not many, of the zones will not have been altered and, therefore, have the same risk value as before. In support of reanalysis, an XML results database is used to store results by zone from a previous analysis ͓17͔. During re-analysis, for each zone, the database is scanned in search of a matching zone. If a match is found, then the results are retrieved and analysis proceeds to the next zone. If a match is not found, then the POF for the zone is computed and the results are stored in a new database. This capability provides a large reduction in computer time versus rerunning all zones.
The zone-based methodology is defined such that the determination of the probability of fracture for the zones can be computed independently. A parallel processing spatial decomposition methodology using a network of workstations and personal computers is implemented whereby each computer analyzes a region of the disk, i.e., a single zone or a collection of zones ͓18͔. Each analysis creates an XML database. The individual analyses are then combined by searching across all databases to obtain the probability of fracture of the disk. This methodology produces an order of magnitude or more improvement in computation time.
Supporting Technology: Element Refinement and Onion Skinning. The finite element mesh is used as a framework for determining zone boundaries. However, although atypical, situations may arise where the FE mesh is too coarse for the risk assessment. This may occur, for example, near surfaces where there is little or no stress gradient but a significant risk gradient due to the amplification effect of the near surface on the SIF. For these situations, an "element refinement" option can be used to repeatedly subdivide the FE mesh. Any nodes created are interior to existing elements; therefore, stress components for any new nodes are obtained by interpolating the stress components from the original mesh using the element shape functions. Figure 5 shows an example of element subdivision of a region near a surface. The FE mesh is only used to define zone boundaries; it is not used for FE analysis. Thus, there are no continuity requirements along element edges and any localized subdivision is allowed. It is assumed that the finite element model is sufficiently refined with respect to stress gradients; therefore, subdividing the elements and interpolating the stress results using element shape functions does not introduce error.
The advisory circular states that a 20 mil ͑0.020 in. ͒ layer, e.g., onion skin, of material be associated with surface flaws. However, the FE mesh was most likely developed without this requirement in mind. Therefore, an algorithm has been developed and implemented to automatically create a layer of elements of the specified thickness.
The onion skinning algorithm computes a vector of the required length, e.g., ␦, normal to the element edge. If the projected distance to the normal of the nearest node to the element edge is Ͻ␦, no subdivision is required. If the projected distance is Ͼ␦, additional nodes are located along the current element edge such that the perpendicular distance to the surface is ␦. The original element is then split into two elements. Figure 6 shows an example of onion skinning. The "red" ͑dark gray͒ nodes indicate the nodes of the original element. The "green" ͑gray͒ nodes and green ͑gray͒ element side denote components generated by the onion-skinning algorithm. Elements "a" and "b" are created and the original element is deleted. Stress components and temperatures are interpolated for the new nodal points. The onion-skinning algorithm is summarized in Table 3 .
Exit Criteria. The exit criteria used to terminate the iterative algorithm vary. The first criterion to examine is whether the risk Transactions of the ASME limit, i.e., the DTR, has been satisfied. If the life-limiting location has been chosen for each zone, then the POF estimate is conservative and further zone discretization will reduce the POF. Therefore, if the POF is below the risk limit, then the design is sufficient and the algorithm can be terminated. A second exit criterion is to examine the RCF values for all zones. If the RCF values are all below a reasonable RCF threshold, then further zone discretizations will not likely produce a significant change in the risk. An RCF threshold of 1-5% is typical. For example, if the RCF for a zone is 2%, then subdividing that zone will at most affect only 2% of the total disk risk. Summation of the risk in all zones above the RCF limit gives an indication of the total amount of disk risk that might be affected by zone refinement.
A related criterion is to examine the relative change in the risk between iterations. If the change in risk is small, then further zone discretizations will not likely produce a significant change in the risk.
A final criterion is to examine the maximum limits for the analysis, e.g., maximum number of iterations or the maximum cpu time is reached. These are practical criteria based mainly on experience.
If the risk is greater than the DTR, further refinement can be attempted to meet the target. If the target cannot be obtained, then disk redesign is required.
Numerical Example
An impeller model is used to demonstrate the algorithm. The three-dimensional model is shown in Fig. 7 . Because of axisymmetry, only the cross-sectional area is discretized for finite element and risk analysis, as shown subsequently. The procedure outlined in Table 2 is performed using an RCF threshold of 5%. Any zone with an RCF of Ն5% for either with or without inspection is subdivided. The iterative procedure is carried out until the RCF values for all zones are Ͻ5%.
A refinement sequence is shown in Figs. 8͑a͒-8͑f͒, starting from a very coarse 16 zone model ͑iteration 0͒ and concluding, after iteration 6, with a refined 75 zone model. ͑Note, there are several very thin surface zones around the boundary of the model that cannot be seen at this scale.͒ The zones with an RCF greater or equal to 5% are colored red ͑gray͒ and others white. The red ͑gray͒ zones are refined in the succeeding iteration.
In each iteration, the current number of total zones in the model is indicated along with the number of zones that are unchanged and, hence, retrieved from the results database. The percent time for solving that particular model relative to the total computational time for all iterations is given. Also given is the cumulative percentage of time from iteration zero. For example, the results after iteration 1 show a total of 25 zones with 13 unchanged from Figure 8͑g͒ shows the converged solution with the zones colored using a color map from high RCF ͑red͒ to low RCF ͑purple͒; however, all zones have an RCF of Ͻ5%. Figure 9 shows a chart of the normalized POF ͑normalized to the initial computed risk͒ versus the iteration number. Since the life-limiting location is chosen for the defect in each zone, the calculated POF is conservative and subsequent refinement reduces the POF. The results are typical; a large reduction in risk occurs over the first few iterations with smaller changes in subsequent iterations. The percent change in POF between iterations zero and one, one and two, etc. are 73, 39, 31, 6, 2, 2, respectively. Thus, after iteration four, the percent change in overall POF between iterations is reduced to 2%. The final POF is approximately 11% of the POF from iteration 0.
The red ͑gray͒ portion of the column shows the number of new zones created during that iteration and the "blue" portion shows the number of zones retrieved from the previous iteration. The number of zones retrieved is always less than the total number of zones from the previous iteration since parent zones are deleted after being subdivided.
Conclusions
A probabilistically based damage tolerance methodology has been developed in concordance with the Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular 33.14-1 to compute the probability of fracture of gas turbine titanium disks subject to low-frequency metallurgical ͑hard ␣͒ defects. This methodology is used during design to augment the traditional safe-life approach and ensure that the risk of fracture due to hard ␣ defects is below a designated design target risk.
This research extends the probabilistically based damage tolerance methodology to ensure that a converged probability of fracture result is obtained that is independent of discretization issues and the experience of the analyst.
The methodology is robust, simple to understand, will converge to the correct solution, and is only weakly dependent on the initial zone discretization. The technique used is akin to "h" refinement in finite element analysis in that a local metric, the risk contribution factor, is used to locate the zones requiring further discretization. These zones are then subdivided about the stress centroid of the zone. Risk results for the new zones are then obtained and combined with the risk from the existing zones.
Efficiency issues are addressed through the use of an automated zone refinement algorithm, an XML-based results database and the parallel processing of zone calculations.
A numerical example of the risk assessment of an impeller is presented. The results are representative of a general application of the algorithm to titanium disks. Four to six iterations are typically sufficient to obtain a reduction in risk of approximately an order of magnitude.
Nomenclature
AC ϭ Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular B ϭ lognormal distribution random variable applied to computed cycles-to-failure DTR ϭ design target risk F i ϭ fracture event of zone i FAA ϭ Federal Aviation Administration FE ϭ finite element method FM ϭ fracture mechanics hard ␣ ϭ brittle inclusion possibly developed during titanium material melting life-limiting location ϭ location in the zone with the lowest cycles to failure Transactions of the ASME n ϭ number of zones N ϭ cycles to failure N͑FM͒ ϭ computed cycles to failure from fracture mechanics model onion skinning ϭ algorithm used to develop a thin layer of elements surrounding the surface P͓A i ͔ ϭ probability of an anomaly being present in zone i P͓B i ͉ A i ͔ ϭ probability of fracture of zone i given an anomaly being present P͓F i ͔ ϭ probability of fracture event occurring in zone i POF ϭ Probability of Fracture R cg ϭ radial coordinate of zone stress centroid R lk ϭ radial coordinate of node l within element k RCF ϭ risk contribution factor S ϭ lognormal distribution random variable applied to driving stress SIF ϭ stress intensity factor Z cg ϭ axial coordinate of zone stress centroid Z lk ϭ axial coordinate of node l within element k zones ϭ regions of similar cycles to failure ϭ driving stress applied to crack ͑FE͒ ϭ driving stress obtained from finite element model lk ϭ hoop stress of node l within element k ␦ ϭ distance normal to surface used for onion skinning algorithm
